
 

IK Multimedia has been a household name in the music industry since their inception in 1996. They've been making some of the best software available for studios, home recording enthusiasts, and musicians for over 20 years now. Their new AmpliTube 4 is a software amplifier company that tries to mimic the real thing by giving you every detail from the cabinet size to speakers size, type of mic
placement on each speaker, and more. With this powerful amp simulator, your tone will sound better than ever before. In this post we'll go over how to use AmpliTube 4's features and offer tips for getting your tone just right with this revolutionary studio tool. AmpliTube 4 Is Much More Than Just A Software Amp Simulator While Amplitube has always been a popular software for being so realistic,
the latest version of it is quite different from previous versions. The previous versions were all about how to get your tone just right for recording. Nowadays, you don't have to worry about having the right guitar to get your tone just right. This new version has everything you need in one place. You can have a quick jam session at home or in the studio using just the software amplifier and effects
without having to change anything around in your rig. You've probably heard of Amplitube as a software amp simulator but if you're new to the AmpliTube family, it's much more than that. IK Multimedia has been adding more and more features into each version of their software to make it easier for you to get a quality sound without having to spend a fortune on equipment. They also have an entire
recording studio available in the package if you want to start doing some home recording or want a software studio for its effects and mixing capabilities. Now that we know what the amp simulation is capable of, let's go over some tips on using Amplitube. Getting Your Tone Right With AmpliTube 4 Using Amplitube is easy, but you can tweak it to get exactly the tone you want. There are so many
things you can tweak so let's go over some of them. The first thing you should know before changing anything on your amp settings is that your amp settings will sound the same regardless of what type of guitar you're using. For example, if I've set my low-gain amp settings to "12" on the distortion setting and change it to "7" and back, my tone will sound exactly the same regardless of what type of
guitar I'm playing through it. The settings might sound different, but your tone will be exactly the same. It's useful to keep that in mind as you tweak your amp's settings. Amplitube has a few different options for amps and the tone you choose will mainly depend on what type of guitar you're using. You can choose from eight different amp models that emulate a wide range of sounds. The more
expensive models are also able to simulate speaker sizes, cabinet types, and more depending on what it's designed for. If you're using an electric guitar, there are two main amp models to choose from. There are some extra features which are available for each model, but these are the most important ones I'll go over here.
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